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4. The forward sliding function allows you to move chair closer the the wall than

most massage chairs. This takes full advantage of available space in your home. 

5. The foot rollers in combination with the footrest airbags and gentle stimulation

of your soles will give you amazing comfort and relaxation in your feet. 

vitality.

INFINITY
Evoke Massage Chair

1. The evoke massage chair gives you an advanced massage on the neck and 

back using different techniques like kneading, tapping, pressing, knocking, 

and shiatsu.

2. With back scan technology the Evoke massage chair can supply a custom

massage to different people with different body height and shape.

3. One-button press to achieve a zero gravity position. Zero Gravity can alleviate

the pressure on spine and joints allowing you to experience relaxation from 

stress. 

7. Airbag massage on your arms helps to promote blood circulation in the 

arms, wrist, and hands.  

8. The seat uses gentle squeezing massage powered by airbags. This helps

to relax the stressed muscles and quickly eliminate tiredness. 

9. The legrest can be adjusted to any angle and can be extended and retracted

within the range of almost 8 inches, suitable for many different heights. 

10. High resolution colorful LCD remote control can show the parts being

massaged, methods of massage, and chair status all at the same time. 

11. Warm and comfortable heating therapy in the lower back area to promote

blood circulation and relieve pain.

1. Thank you for choosing the INFINITY Evoke massage chair.

2. Please read this manual carefully before using the chair. 

3. Please keep this manual in a safe place for further reference.

4. Please pay attention to SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS.



This sign indicates warning of possible injury.

This sign indicates caution of damage to chair.

Children should not use the chair.
Do not use chair when intoxicated.

If you feel ill when using the chair, please consult a
physician right away. 



Check for damage on power cord.

Gas pipe: could cause fire.
Phone wire and lightening rod: could cause fire or 
electric shock.
Water pipe: plastics will not provide correct ground.

To avoid electric shock

Position the chair 4” from the wall to allow for
sufficient space to recline up and down. 

Make sure pockets are empty when massaging.

Don’t use the chair outdoors.

To avoid fading and discoloration
on upholstery and vinyl.

When the fuse is burned out, please turn off the power
switch and unplug the power. Open the lid over the fuse
which is located in the switch box. Replace the fuse with 
a good fuse of the same size and specs, then close the 
cover and test chair. If you are not able to do this, find
an electrician to replace the fuse. 
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Helpful tip



Don’t use chair in direct sunlight or
near a heating appliance to avoid
deterioration of the upholstery.

Please use chair on a flat surface to
avoid any unexpected behavior of
chair, or damage to chair. 

Check area around chair before use.

Check around the back and front of the 
chair to make sure no people, pets, or
other objects are in range of chair.

(1) Clean dust from plug and cord (using 
a dry cloth).
(2) Check there is no damage to cord
anywhere.

At least 4 inches from wall.

At least 12 inches from front of chair. 

(1) Bind the cables and remote and put
them in the seat to avoid damage when
moving the chair. 
(2) Do not drop the chair at any time. 
Shock may damage the electronics.
(3) Don’t use the castor if the floor is
wooden or other easily scratched
material. Use 2 or more people to 
lift the chair.
(4) Make sure the chair is unplugged
before moving. Make sure the chair
is in full upright position.

Computer controlled back scan.

If the computer and massage rollers
can’t get a good scan, the chair will 
default to the highest position.

Right Position: Your back 
is on the chair back, your
head is on the pillow.

The remote control gives
a “beep” sound after back
scan is complete. 
If micro-adjustment is needed, just press
up/down on the remote control. 

Please follow instructions for best scan,
this will give you the best massage. 

Because the chair is heavy, it can
cause damage to flooring. Please
put a blanket or carpet
piece under the 
chair to protect
the floor. 



In on status, press it to enter air intensity adjustment which has four levels. Each time 
press it, you can adjust the air intensity level and on the screen, you can see the 
intensity display. 

Full Body

6.  Direction button has 4 buttons, they are up, down, left and right. In menu
interface they serve as navigation buttons. User can press up or down to choose 
in menu, and press left or right to enter previous or next menu. What’s more, up 
and down buttons can be used to adjust massage position in back scan mode
and in point massage mode. 

7. In the on status under menu mode, press OK to confirm menu choice and
enter next menu. 
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After powering on the chair and using an
auto program, the chair will begin the 
computer controlled body scanning
procedure. The screen will show “Body
Scanning” until it finishes, when the 
chair will let out 5 tones in 5 seconds to
let you know it is complete. At this time 

the massage rollers will be located in the position they determined
is your shoulder position. If you think the position is not correct, you
can press the “up” and “down” buttons to adjust the position. Default
massage time is 20 minutes. The INFINITY Evoke will turn off and
return to its default position when the massage is over.  

Body Scanning....
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When the massage stops, the massage 
mechanism will return to the default
position. “Shutting Down” will be 
displayed on the controller, and the 
controller will shut off in 2-3 seconds. 

Legrest can extend and retract approx
8 inches. 

Footrest parts with roller
massage and air
pressure massage
function. Through
stimulating the foot
reflex zones, you can 
improve your bodies 
resistance and immunity.

1. Please make sure there are no people, pets, or objects within the range of the 
backrest to avoid damage to chair or external objects.
2. When the legrest is moving do not stand on or leave the chair. Do not attempt to 
stop the legrest or backrest from moving or you may damage the chair.
3. Please refer back to these instructions for more details.
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If vinyl is dirty



INFINITY

Evoke Main Body: 181lb/210lb
Armrest:      42lb/60lb

Main Body: 46x26x29
Armrest:     48x14x29
                   (L X W X H)
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